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Rewind to a moment when you didn't quite handle things the way you wanted.
Pen down the emotions, triggers, and your reaction. Would you tweak anything

if you could redo it?

Reshape Your Reactions 



Time-travel to your 10-year-old self. Share how you've become the grown-up
they needed. What words of wisdom or comfort would you offer?

Letter to Mini You 



Revisit a memory that reshaped your life's trajectory. Dive into details and explore
its impact on your choices and viewpoints. Unearth the lessons it left behind.

Pivotal Memory Journey 



 Reach out to someone who once hurt you. Lay bare your feelings and
thoughts. Is it time for both of you to forgive? Pen a letter if you're ready.

Forgiveness & Liberation



Recall a challenge you once thought was impossible to overcome. How did you
conquer it? What advice would you give your past self?

Triumph Over Trials 



Take a moment to revel in your journey, no matter how tiny the strides.
 How can you make these wins your own celebration, sparking a fire that keeps

you moving forward?

Embrace Those Little Victories 



Detail your treasured celebration, be it a holiday, birthday, or festivity. 
Immerse in the sensations and emotions that flow through you.

Festive Feelings 



Dwell on a pivotal lesson you've learned. How did it sculpt your life's path?
 Why does its impact echo so resoundingly within you?

Lessons that Echo 



 Unmask your triggers when you're seething. 
Discover the reasons behind your reactions and their triggers.

Anatomy of Anger



Take a pause to appreciate something that brings you immense joy. Share its
story, the happiness it brings, and how it adds a touch of magic to your life.

Soulful Bliss



Write about a time someone hurt you. Write about it as if it is happening in the
present moment. What feelings are arising? How can you respond to them?

Healing Dialogue



Affirmations
I gift myself the opportunity to learn, grow, and

transform by stepping outside my comfort zone

I will not entertain thoughts  and ideas that
do not help me on my journey

I trust myself
I trust myself
I trust myself

 I show up for myself and my community 

My mind, body, and soul need and are
worthy of rest

Sitting with myself is an honor

I lean on community to recharge 

I will hold myself accountable while
giving myself grace 


